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Abstract
Powerful commodity systems and networks oﬀer a promising direction for high performance computing because they
are inexpensive and they closely track technology progress.
However, high, raw–hardware performance is rarely delivered to the end user. Previous work has shown that the
bottleneck in these architectures is the overheads imposed
by the software communication layer. To reduce these overheads, researchers have proposed a number of user-space
communication models. The common feature of these models is that applications have direct access to the network,
bypassing the operating system in the common case and
thus avoiding the cost of send/receive system calls.
In this paper we examine ﬁve user–space communication layers, that represent diﬀerent points in the conﬁguration space: Generic AM, BIP-0.92, FM-2.02, PM-1.2,
and VMMC-2. Although these systems support diﬀerent
communication paradigms and employ a variety of diﬀerent implementation tradeoﬀs, we are able to quantitatively
compare them on a single testbed consisting of a cluster of
high–end PCs connected by a Myrinet network.
We ﬁnd that all ﬁve communication systems have very
low latency for small messages, in the range of 5 to 17 µs.
Not surprisingly, this range is strongly inﬂuenced by the
functionality oﬀered by each system. We are encouraged,
however, to ﬁnd that features such as protected and reliable
communication at user level and multiprogramming can be
provided at very low cost. Bandwidth, however, depends
primarily on how data is transferred between host memory
and the network. Most of the investigated libraries support
zero-copy protocols for certain types of data transfers, but
diﬀer signiﬁcantly in the bandwidth delivered to end users.
The highest bandwidth, between 95 and 125 MBytes/s for
long message transfers, is delivered by libraries that use
DMA on both send and receive sides and avoid all data
copies. Libraries that perform additional data copies or use
programmed I/O to send data to the network achieve lower
maximum bandwidth, in the range of 60-70 MBytes/s.

Keywords: User–space communication, Active Messages (AM), Fast Messages (FM), Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP), Virtual Memory Mapped Communication
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1

Introduction

The recent arrival of fast networks, such as Myrinet [5],
ATM [23, 24], or the DEC Memory Channel [12], coupled
with powerful PCs and workstations, has allowed for costeﬀective high-performance clusters to be built from commodity parts. This new architecture tracks the technology
curve very well. Additionally, the new cluster platform offers enough raw hardware performance to allow execution of
applications such as parallel scientiﬁc computing or parallel
servers, which used to run on MPPs and SMPs. However, to
achieve good results, the cluster communication subsystem
must deliver user-to-user performance at least comparable
to that of MPPs.
These new networks have exposed many problems with
the traditional implementation of communications software;
dramatic increases in hardware speed have not been translated to high application performance [13]. For example,
the Myrinet network is capable of delivering about two orders of magnitude higher bandwidth than traditional Ethernet networks. The Myrinet implementation of the Berkeley socket interface [20], however, delivers only one order
of magnitude higher bandwidth than the Ethernet implementations: a factor of 10 less than expected, due mainly
to data copying and buﬀer management. Similarly, experiments at Cornell [2] have demonstrated that end-to-end
latency on new networks, such as ATM, can sometimes exceed that of old Ethernet platforms, because of processing
overheads introduced by the new interface.
The performance problems of implementing old communication interfaces (like sockets) on top of the new networks,
coupled with the need for a high-performance communication layer for new classes of applications, has motivated the
emergence of user–space communication. Previous work
has shown that most overhead in traditional communication

systems is caused by software, e.g., system calls, buﬀer management, and data copying. To avoid these costs, several
thin user–space communication layers have been proposed,
which eliminate system calls and reduce or eliminate buﬀer
management overheads. These systems can be used to implement traditional compatibility libraries, compilers, and
even applications code written directly by users. However,
usability and applicability are strongly aﬀected by subtle
issues in the design and implementation of these software
layers. High performance often conﬂicts with other important goals, such as multiprogramming, protected communication, portability, message ordering, fault tolerance, availability and security.
In this paper we investigate ﬁve new user–space communication libraries, Generic AM, BIP-0.92, FM-2.02, PM-1.2,
and VMMC-2, on a cluster of Pentium Pro PCs running the
Linux operating system and interconnected by a Myrinet
network 1 . We use the methodology of [8] to quantify the
LogP model parameters and give bandwidth measurements
for each library. By providing a comparative analysis on
a single platform, we gain signiﬁcant insight into how performance is aﬀected by the programming model and implementation choices of each library.
There are two other user–space systems that we do not
investigate in this work, namely the Myricom API [5] and
U-Net [2]. These high–performance systems have been developed with somewhat diﬀerent goals than the communication layers we examine. The Myricom API is a general
purpose library that provides basic functionality. U-Net
aims at user–space, high performance communication in a
broader spectrum of networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present an overview of the ﬁve alternative user–
space communication layers. In Section 3, we present the
test-bed we used. Section 4 describes the testing methodology, presents the results and identiﬁes the issues that most
directly impact system performance. Several issues related
to the study are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.
2

Overview of User–Space Communication Libraries

In this work we evaluate ﬁve user-space communication
libraries: Generic AM, BIP-0.92, FM-2.02, PM-1.2, and
VMMC-2 that share many common features: all provide
direct user access to the network, try to eliminate data
copies, support the single-program, multiple-data (SPMD)
computing model, and run on standard operating systems,
like Linux, NetBSD or Windows NT. However, there are
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between these libraries as well. Table 1 compares the programming models implemented by
the ﬁve libraries. In the remainder of this section we describe each library in more detail, referring to Table 1 to
emphasize diﬀerences across the models. Diﬀerences relating solely to implementation choices are discussed in later
sections.
Generic Active Messages (GAM) [11] provide the
user with a model where control and data transfers are integrated. Each message speciﬁes a remote handler that will
be run upon receipt of the message. Restrictions are im1
Since AM and FM were not available for our platform when we
started this work, the numbers we present are from in–house ports
for Linux on the x86 architecture.

posed on the operations that can be performed in the handlers. Each request is matched with a reply. Every network
operation involves a round trip message exchange. The implementation of GAM we used does not tolerate network errors. Flow control is used to avoid dropping messages. Each
sender has a number of tokens that it can use to send messages to a particular receiver. If these tokens are consumed,
the sender must wait for replies before it can send more
messages. Messages are delivered in FIFO order. There is
no support for multiple processes per node. GAM provides
protection within a node, but allows arbitrary functions to
be called as handlers on the remote node; therefore, the receiver needs to trust the sender. There is a new, revised
version of AM, AM-II, that deals with many of the limitations of the original design [16], but it does not yet run on
our hardware platform. Table 1 includes both GAM and
AM-II, although we have only measured the former.
Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP) [19] is a minimal library that aims at providing raw hardware performance to its users. To achieve this, it allows direct access to all system resources and provides data transfer only
(no transfer of control). It is intended for single-user systems, and supports neither protection nor multiprogramming. BIP delivers messages in FIFO order. We use version
0.92 of BIP.
Fast Messages (FM) [18, 17] provides FIFO message
delivery, and assumes a reliable network. Each message carries a pointer to a function that consumes the data at the
receiver. Since messages need to be consumed, ﬂow control
is provided between the sender and the receiver to avoid
buﬀer overﬂow at the receiver. An important part of FM is
the streaming interface that allows the user to compose a
message from non-adjacent data pieces in the user address
space. This provides the user with scatter/gather type operations. In this study we use FM-2.02. This version of FM
does not provide support for multiple processes per node.
There is a new, revised version of FM, FM-2.1, that deals
with many of the limitations of FM-2.02. We include FM2.1 in Table 1 for completeness.
PM [22] uses a daemon to multiplex communications for
multiple processes over each network interface. PM was designed to support gang scheduling, so most of the protection
issues are avoided by having one process access the network
interface at each time. PM provides in-order message delivery and ﬂow control between the sender and the receiver,
but does not tolerate network errors. For this study, we used
the latest version of PM, PM-1.2. This version of PM supports two kinds of usage: a traditional send/receive model,
and a remote write model. Our benchmarks use sends and
receives rather than remote writes, but also make explicit
calls to acquire and access the PM system buﬀers directly,
avoiding the overhead of an additional copy to/from application buﬀers.
Virtual
Memory
Mapped Communication (VMMC) [10] is a communication model providing direct data transfer between the
sender’s and receiver’s virtual address spaces. VMMC provides protected user–space communication in a multiprogrammed environment, and was designed to minimize the
software communication overhead, especially at the receiving side. VMMC tolerates network errors and guarantees
in-order message delivery. Flow control, if needed, is the
responsibility of higher-level software, since the sender deposits data directly in the receiver’s memory. We use the

Commun. Model
Control/Data Transfer
Intranode Protection
Internode Protection
Multi–programming
Buﬀer Overﬂows
Net Errors
Net Management

Generic AM
RPC
Combined
Yes
No
No
Prevented
Catastrophic
Static

AM-II
RPC
Combined
Yes
Yes
Yes
Prevented
Tolerated
Dynamic/Full

BIP-0.92
Send/Recv
Data Only
No
No
No
Data Loss
Catastrophic
Static

FM-2.02
Send/Recv
Combined
Yes
No
No
Prevented
Catastrophic
Static

FM-2.1
Send/Recv
Combined
Yes
Yes
Yes
Prevented
Catastrophic
Static

PM-1.2
Send/Recv
Combined
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tolerated
Catastrophic
Static

VMMC-2
Direct Deposit
Separate
Yes
Yes
Yes
Impossible
Tolerated
Dynamic/Demand

Table 1: The choices made in each library with respect to model issues. Intranode protection means that a process cannot
hang the host it is executing on. Internode protection means that the system supports communication between mutually
suspicious parties.

latest version of VMMC, VMMC-2.
3

Experimental Testbed

In our evaluation, we use a pair of Pentium Pro systems,
running at 200 MHz and using the 440FX chipset. Each
system is equipped with 256 KBytes of uniﬁed second level
cache, 128 MBytes of EDO DRAM2 , a fast Ethernet card,
and a Myrinet network interface (Figure 1). The PCI bus
runs at 33MHz and is 32 bits wide, which results in 133
MBytes/s maximum bandwidth. The operating system is
Linux-2.0.24.

Myrinet Network Interface

Host I/O Bus

SRAM

Host
DMA

Myrinet Bus
Incomming Channel
Net DMA In

LANai

Outgoing Channel
Net DMA Out

Figure 1: Myrinet network interface card.
Myrinet is a high-speed local-area network or systemarea network for computer systems. A Myrinet network is
composed of point-to-point links connecting hosts and/or
switches. Each network link can deliver a maximum of 1.28
Gbits/s bandwidth in each direction [5].
The Myrinet network provides in-order network delivery
with low bit error rates (below 10−15 ). On sending, an
8-bit CRC is computed by hardware and is appended to
the packet. On packet arrival, the CRC of each packet is
computed anew by dedicated hardware and is compared
with the received CRC. If they do not match, a CRC error
is reported.
The Myrinet PCI-bus network interface card (Figure 1)
contains a 32-bit control processor called LANai (version
2

Extended Data Out, Dynamic Random Access Memory

4.1) with 1 MByte of SRAM 3 . The SRAM contains network buﬀers in addition to all code and data for the LANai
processor. There are three DMA engines on the network
interface: two for data transfers between the network and
SRAM, and one for moving data between the SRAM and
the host main memory over the PCI bus. The DMA engine
that transfers data between the network interface and the
host memory uses physical addresses to access host memory. The LANai processor is clocked at 33 MHz and executes a LANai control program (LCP), which supervises
the operation of the DMA engines and implements a lowlevel communication protocol. The LANai processor cannot
access the host memory directly; instead it must use the
host-to-LANai DMA engine. The internal bus clock runs
at twice the CPU clock speed, allowing up to two DMA
engines to operate concurrently at full speed. The host can
also access both the SRAM and the network itself, by using Programmed I/O (PIO) instructions. All or part of the
network interface resources (memory and control registers)
can be mapped to user memory.
Figure 2 shows the bandwidth of PIO and DMA for data
transfers between the host system memory and the Myrinet
network interface. DMA transfers between the host memory
and the network interface can be initiated either by the host
or the LANai processor; in both cases the DMA engine on
the network interface is used. Figure 2 shows the result
for both initiation methods. We see that for small and
medium size messages (32 Bytes to 4 KBytes), signiﬁcantly
higher bandwidth is achieved if the DMA is initiated by the
LANai. Moreover, in all cases, for big messages the DMA
speed approaches the maximum bandwidth (133 MBytes/s)
of the PCI bus and is close to this maximum even for single
page transfers.
Read PIO bandwidth is lower than write PIO bandwidth
because read operations on the PCI bus are more expensive
than write operations. PIO performance is also strongly affected by the presence or absence of write combining. Write
combining is a hardware feature of the Pentium Pro processor that greatly enhances write PIO performance (Figure 2)
by enabling a write buﬀer for uncached writes, so that affected data transfers can occur at cache line size instead of
word size. In the experiments reported upon in Section 4,
write combining is enabled for AM and FM only.
Most user–space systems support transfers from arbitrary locations of user memory. Small message transfers
can be performed with PIO, which avoids the protection
and relocation problems of DMA and also results in good
3
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Figure 2: Bandwidth of data transfers between host memory and the network interface. PIO stands for programmed I/O,
H2N stands for host memory to network interface, and N2H stands for network interface to host memory. DMA transfers
can be initiated either by the host or the LANai processor.
performance, since it avoids the relatively high DMA initiation cost. Larger transfers (above 32–512 bytes), are more
diﬃcult to implement. One technique is to rely on write
combining to reduce the cost of PIO to acceptable levels.
Use of DMA incurs certain setup costs, and also requires
one to deal with issues of virtual/physical address mapping
and protection, since the DMA engine works with physical
addresses only [21, 6]. Finally, data is transferred between
the network interfaces using DMA engines on each network
interface. The LANai processor has direct access to the
network and it could perform the sends by copying data
to control registers. This however, would tie the processor to the transfer, and it would delay the processing of
other events in the network interface. For this reason DMA
engines are used in all libraries to move data between the
network interface and the network. In all systems that provide protection, the user is denied direct access to the DMA
engine and network control registers.
4

Performance Comparison

We
present
numbers
for
the
LogP
parameters, RT2 T , L, Or , Os , and g [8], and for three diﬀerent types of bandwidth, unidirectional, bidirectional pingpong and bidirectional simultaneous. Figures 4–8 present
the LogP numbers. The diﬀerent types of bandwidth are
shown in Figures 10–12. We perform the measurements
with two nodes connected by a switch4 . Since protection,
buﬀer management, reliability, and data transfer techniques
are critical to achieving good performance, Table 2 presents
the choices made by each library with respect to these issues.
4.1

LogP parameters

The LogP parameters measure the following characteristics
of a communication subsystem: the time a message spends
4
In our experience, the switch has a negligible eﬀect on performance (on the order of 100ns).

between the source and the destination network interfaces
(L), the time the host processor is involved in sending or
receiving a message (Os , Or ), and the interval between successive sends when the buﬀering capacity of the network is
saturated (g). Since the benchmarks measuring these parameters depend on the communication model that is used
in each library, in the next few paragraphs we describe how
our benchmarks measure these costs and we identify some
peculiarities of the measurement methodology for each library.
Our measurement methodology is derived from that
of [8], and is extended to deal with the characteristics of
each library under investigation. The general approach is
to measure RT2 T and g directly, then measure or calculate
Os and Or by a method appropriate to each particular library, and ﬁnally compute L as L = RT2 T − Os − Or .
Flow control is an important aspect of the communications model, and its impact must be carefully considered
when measuring the LogP parameters. Myrinet implements
a form of STOP/GO ﬂow control in hardware [5]. This
mechanism however, will stop a sender for no more than 50
ms. After that, the sender will reset the receiver (forward
reset) and communication will resume. This reset operation
will empty certain queues and buﬀers and data may be lost.
Given this mechanism, BIP requires that, for reliable delivery of large messages (equal to or larger than 256 Bytes),
the receive operation be posted before the message arrives,
so that the network interface knows where the data should
be transferred, and no data will be lost. If the receive is
not posted in time, network resets may occur, with catastrophic results. When a message smaller than 256 Bytes arrives without a receive operation yet posted, BIP attempts
to avoid data loss by making use of a ﬁxed-size buﬀer in the
network interface, but if the buﬀer is full of other messages,
data loss will occur.
The other libraries avoid the problems associated with
ﬂow control by more extensive buﬀering or by careful buﬀer
management in the receiver and by knowing always where
messages need to be delivered. In VMMC, because mes-

Send Data
Recv Data
Protection
Reliability
Notiﬁcation

Generic AM
DMA+Copy
DMA+Copy
Copy
Library+Copy
Polling

AM-II
PIO(WC)
DMA+Copy
Copy
Library+Copy
Polling

BIP-0.92
DMA+v2p trans
DMA+v2p trans
None
None
None

FM-2.02
PIO(WC)
DMA+Copy
PIO+Copy
None
Polling

FM-2.1
PIO(WC)
DMA+Copy
PIO+Copy
None
Polling

PM-1.2
DMA+Copy
DMA+Copy
Gang Scheduling
None
Polling

VMMC-2
DMA+v2p trans
DMA+v2p trans
v2p trans
Firmware
N/A

Table 2: The choices made in each library with respect to implementation issues. The Send Data and Recv Data rows
refer to the mechanism used to transfer long messages from and to arbitrary locations in user memory. All libraries,
except PM, use PIO to transfer short messages. WC stands for write combining and v2p trans for virtual to physical
translation [21, 6]. Protection refers to how each system achieves transfers to and from arbitrary locations in virtual
memory, without compromising system protection. Although BIP uses virtual to physical translation, it gives direct access
to control information on the LANai, and thus does not provide protection. FM uses PIO on the send side and copying on
the receive side to transfer data from and to arbitrary locations in memory.

Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
SendMsg();
RecvMsg();
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Barrier();
;
rep N times
RecvMsg();
SendMsg();
end
;
Barrier();

Node 0

Node 1
RT T
2

(a)

Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
SendMsg();
Spin(D);
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Barrier();
;
rep N times
RecvMsg();
;
end
;
Barrier();

Node 0
Node 1
Os , Or , and g
(b)

Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
RecvMsg();
Spin(D);
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Barrier();
;
rep N times
SendMsg();
;
end
;
Barrier();

Node 0

Node 1
Or
(c)

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for the micro-benchmarks computing the LogP parameters. Code fragment (a) measures RT2 T for all
libraries. Code fragment (b) is used to measure Os and g in all libraries, and Or in AM. Code fragment (c) is used to measure
Or in BIP, FM, and PM. Or is trivially zero in VMMC. L is calculated in all libraries from the equation RT2 T = Os + L + Or ,
after RT2 T , Os , and Or have been determined.

sages are directly deposited in memory without intervention by the receiver, external synchronization must be used
if the messages are to be consumed without being overwritten. Our measurements use additional synchronization
only for BIP, since otherwise data may be lost. The motivation for not doing the same in VMMC, even though data
may be overwritten, is to avoid complicated communication
schemes that may not be used by real applications. This is
an example of the diﬃculty of making fair and meaningful performance comparisons between dissimilar communications models.
Synchronous send operations return only after the data
is transferred out of the send buﬀer and the send buﬀer
can be reused. Thus, the sender needs to wait for the data
to be transferred out of the send buﬀer, which increases the
cost of the send operation. Asynchronous operations return
before the data is transfered out of the send buﬀer, and
the sender can continue with useful work, without however,
modifying the send buﬀer. The send operations we use in
measuring the LogP parameters and the diﬀerent types of
bandwidth are synchronous for AM, BIP, and FM. The versions of AM, and FM we use do not support asynchronous
operations. BIP support asynchronous send operations, but
we encountered signiﬁcant diﬃculties in using them in the
micro-benchmarks. The send operations we use for PM,
and VMMC are asynchronous. In general, in our bench-

marks we try to use the operations with the lowest possible
overhead, since these exhibit the best performance that can
be seen by the user.
Another important diﬀerence among the libraries is the
way in which size-dependent components in the send path
are attributed to diﬀerent LogP parameters. The path
from the sender to the receiver is composed of the following
stages: application to system buﬀer transfer, application
or system buﬀer to NI transfer, NI to NI transfer, NI to
application or system buﬀer transfer, and system to application buﬀer transfer. In our benchmarks, where possible,
we avoid the copies and this identiﬁes the system and the
application buﬀers (zero copy transfers). Thus the ﬁrst and
the last stages in this pipeline may not be applicable in
some systems. In real programs however, it is not always
possible to avoid the extra copies, when sending data from
and delivering data to arbitrary locations in user memory.
Table 3 presents a summary of how the cost of each stage
is attributed. We clarify this table where necessary in the
analysis of each LogP parameter below.
Figure 3 shows the general pseudo-code of our LogP
micro-benchmarks. Spin(D) spins for D µs.
RecvMsg()
is a blocking operation. The implementation of each function diﬀers among the libraries. In AM, RecvMsg() simply
spins on a ﬂag waiting for the receive handler to receive a
message, and SendMsg() not only sends a request, but also

Application to System Buﬀer
Application/System Buf to NI
NI to NI
NI to Application/System Buﬀer
System to Application Buﬀer

GAM
Os
Os
L
Or
–

BIP-0.92
–
Os
Os
Os
–

FM-2.02
–
L
L
Or
–

PM-1.2
–
L
L
L
–

VMMC-2
–
L
L
L
–

Table 3: Relationship between message transfer path stages and LogP parameters. For each component of the send path,
the LogP parameter is shown, to which the cost of the component is attributed.

implicitly handles a reply, if one has arrived. In BIP, for
messages longer than or equal to 256 Bytes, extra messages
are sent in benchmark (b) for synchronization, so that no
messages are lost. In AM, and PM, the benchmark code
for sending long messages has to take care of packetization,
since this is not done in the library. In VMMC, since there
is no receive operation, the RecvMsg() call just spins on a
ﬂag in memory.
4.1.1

One way latency

RT T
2

is the one-way latency between two nodes in a pingpong test (Figure 4). RT2 T is measured for all libraries with
code fragment (a) in Figure 3. The knees at 256 bytes for
BIP and at 64 Bytes for VMMC are because of the switching
from PIO to DMA. The PIO/DMA switchover eﬀect is less
visible for AM.
We see that BIP, which oﬀers the lowest functionality
among the libraries, achieves the best latency for small messages, about 6 µs for 4–Byte messages. Although a direct
comparison among the diﬀerent libraries cannot be very precise, we see that going to FM and PM, which adds protection and multiprogramming (in the case of PM), costs
about 3 µs and increases the minimum latency to about
9µs. Adding reliability, in VMMC, costs about 2.5–3.5 µs
and increases the minimum latency to about 13 µs. Finally,
although AM lacks some of these features, it incurs even
higher minimum latencies because of the stronger semantics of its API.
4.1.2

Gap

The gap g, is the minimum interval on the sending processor
between successive sends at steady state (Figure 5), and is
measured with code fragment (b) of Figure 3 when D is zero
and N is large enough for the interval to reach its asymptotic
limit, where for each new message sent, a message needs to
be delivered at the receiver. Messages need to be consumed
in AM, BIP, FM, and PM, but not in VMMC. For BIP,
the sudden gap increase at 256 bytes occurs because of the
externally imposed synchronization.
4.1.3

Send overhead

Os is the host overhead of sending a message (Figure 6). For
AM, Os is directly measured with the same code fragment
as g, when D is zero and N is below the network’s buﬀering
capacity. For the other libraries, where reply messages are
not required, we need not limit our measurements to small
N. Instead, we use the equation g(D) = Os + max(Idle, D),
where as D increases from values smaller than Idle to values
larger than Idle, g(D) increases as well. We measure g(D )

for some values D in {D : g(D) > g(0)}, and compute Os
as the average of g(D) − D for those D .
The value of Os depends a great deal on the method of
data transfer to the network interface. The cost of PIO is
included in Os . The cost of DMA is included in Os only
with synchronous sends. By using asynchronous sends (and
DMA), the processor can continue with useful work after
the send operation is posted. FM always uses PIO (with
write combining) to send the data, and thus sends are synchronous and depend on message size. Most of the other
libraries use PIO for small messages, and DMA for large
messages, but PM always uses DMA. In the case of AM,
large message data is ﬁrst copied to a library buﬀer before
DMA is used; the cost of this copy is included in Os . BIP
uses DMA without extra copies, but as mentioned above,
additional synchronization is imposed for messages longer
than or equal to 256 Bytes. PM and VMMC use asynchronous sends (and DMA) without an extra copy, with
the beneﬁt that for large messages, their Os results are independent of message size.
4.1.4

Receive overhead

Or is the host overhead of receiving a message (Figure 7).
Or is computed in diﬀerent ways, depending on the characteristics of each library:
For VMMC, Or (Figure 7) is trivially zero, since the host
processor at the receive side is not involved in the delivery
of messages. In this case the cost of transferring the data
from the network interface to user memory is attributed
to L (Table 3), although memory contention between the
host processor and DMA engine could still be a performance
issue for real programs.
In AM, Or is measured with code fragment (b) in
Figure 3 [8]. The measurement in the sender computes
g(D) = Os + Or + max(Idle, D), since every request in
AM (that incurs overhead Os ) is matched with a reply that
needs to be processed (and incurs an overhead Or ). As
D increases from values smaller than Idle to values larger
than Idle, g will increase as well. Thus, we can compute
Idle = D : f or all 0 <= D <= D , g(D) = g(0). Having computed Idle and g(0) = g we can then compute
Or = g(0) − Os − Idle.
In BIP, FM, and PM, Or is computed with code fragment (c) in Figure 3. The diﬀerence from code fragment (b)
is that we measure the receive cost at the receiving node instead of the sending node, because there are no replies. We
calculate Or with the equation g(D) = Or + max(Idle, D),
and use the same method to compute Or as we did for Os .
In BIP, PM, and VMMC, Or is independent of the message size since data is transferred to the host memory without host processor intervention.
For AM and FM, Or
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Figure 4: One way latency ( RT2 T ). The data point for 4 KByte messages for AM is 197.9 µs and is omitted for convenience.
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Figure 5: Gap (g) at steady state. The data point for 4 KByte messages for AM is 153.5 µs and is omitted for convenience.
depends on the message size, since the task of moving the
data from the library buﬀer to the application buﬀer is part
of the receive operation (Table 3).
4.1.5

Latency

In all cases, L (Figure 8) is computed from the equation
RT T
= Os + L + Or [8]. Table 3 shows what costs are at2
tributed to L. As expected, L depends strongly on message
size, except for BIP, where the additional synchronization
introduced attributes the cost of the NI–to–NI transfer to
Os (Table 3). The use of DMA rather than PIO also has a
noticeable eﬀect on L.
The decrease for FM at 2 KBytes is due to aggressive
latency-hiding eﬀorts in the implementation. FM carefully
overlaps message sending and receiving with the transfer between the network interfaces. The receiving message handler is called when the ﬁrst byte of the message arrives,
while the sender may still be sending parts of the same
message.

4.2

Bandwidth

We use three types of bandwidth that capture diﬀerent communication patterns occurring in user programs. Pseudo–
code for the bandwidth micro–benchmarks is shown in Figure 9. As for the LogP parameters, the implementation of
each function diﬀers among the libraries.
In Bidirectional ping-pong bandwidth (Figures 9(a), 10), data ﬂows in both directions alternately, in
a ping-pong fashion. Each node waits after sending a message until it receives one. This type of bandwidth is the
reciprocal of RT2 T , scaled appropriately.
Unidirectional bandwidth (Figures 9(b), 11), is the
bandwidth of a one way transfer. Data is ﬂowing in one
direction only, and the sender does not need to wait for the
receiver to acknowledge a message before it sends the next
one. This type of bandwidth is essentially the reciprocal of
g, scaled appropriately.
In Bidirectional simultaneous bandwidth (Figures 9(c), 12), data ﬂows in both directions. The senders
simultaneously send and receive messages. This benchmark
can take advantage of all six DMA engines of the two net-
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Figure 7: Receive overhead (Or )
work interfaces, depending on how the LANai processor
ﬁrmware is written.
The solid line in Figures 10–12 represents the maximum
bandwidth of transferring data from the network interface
to the host. This curve is composed from the curves in
Figure 2, by using the N2H PIO curve for messages up to
16 Bytes, and the N2H DMA by LANai for larger messages.
From the same ﬁgure, we see that the network interface to
host transfers are the bottleneck, since they exhibit a lower
maximum bandwidth than transfers from the host to the
network interface. The solid curve in Figures 10–12 shows
what the maximum bandwidth could be at steady state,
and thus how well the libraries do in delivering the raw
hardware performance to the end user.
In the unidirectional bandwidth benchmark, where the
sender and the receiver do not explicitly synchronize, messages need to be consumed for AM, BIP, FM, and PM, but
not for VMMC. In BIP, external synchronization is necessary for messages equal to or bigger than 256 bytes to
avoid network resets. These extra messages are responsible
for the knee at 256 Bytes in unidirectional bandwidth, by
reducing the payload (more messages to transfer the same

amount of data) and increasing g. The knee at 256 Bytes in
BIP with bidirectional ping–pong bandwidth is due to the
switching from PIO to DMA transfers, whereas the knee at
256 Bytes with unidirectional and bidirectional simultaneous bandwidths is due to both the switch from PIO to DMA
and the introduction of extra synchronization messages, to
ensure that the receive operation is posted before the corresponding send operation. It is not clear why there is a
knee at 1 MByte messages for BIP in bidirectional simultaneous bandwidth. We also note that there is a knee at 256
KBytes, and 512 KBytes for FM and AM respectively in all
types of bandwidth due to cache eﬀects.
In general, we see that the libraries that use DMA to
transfer large messages and avoid copying (BIP, PM, and
VMMC) have higher bandwidth for large messages, compared to libraries that use PIO (Table 2). Although AM
uses DMA to transfer the data, a copy from the user to a
library buﬀer on the send side reduces bandwidth by 50%
compared to VMMC and by about 60% compared to BIP.
FM and PM have considerably better bandwidth for small
and medium sized messages than the other libraries. FM
beneﬁts signiﬁcantly from the use of write combining, which
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Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
SendMsg();
RecvMsg();
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Barrier();
;
rep N times
RecvMsg();
SendMsg();
end
;
Barrier();

Node 0
Node 1
Bidirectional Ping-pong
(a)

Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
SendMsg();
;
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Barrier();
;
rep N times
RecvMsg();
;
end
;
Barrier();

Node 0
Node 1
Unidirectional
(b)

Barrier();
GetTime();
rep N times
SendMsg();
RecvMsg();
end
GetTime();
Barrier();

Node 0 and Node 1
Bidirectional Simultaneous
(c)

Figure 9: Pseudo-code for the diﬀerent types of bandwidth.

increases the PIO bandwidth dramatically. PM achieves
high bandwidth for these message sizes mainly by taking
advantage of gang scheduling and not having to support
multiprogramming in the LANai code, and by using a technique they call immediate sending [22] to overlap host to
NI and NI to network DMAs.
5

copies can be avoided in only some cases. The performance
of the libraries is strongly dependent on the extent to which
copies are avoided in practice. For instance, in AM, FM,
and PM, where a speciﬁc region of the memory is used as
network buﬀer, copies can be avoided only if the application can prepare and consume the data in place. In BIP
and VMMC however, copies can be avoided in more cases.

Other Design Issues

Table 2 presents the choices made in each library with respect to various implementation issues. The issues that are
critical for performance were explained in Section 4. In
this Section we discuss other important issues, that are not
captured by the micro-benchmarks, but can signiﬁcantly
impact the usability of each system.
Data copying: In traditional communication systems,
data transfers between domains have been achieved with
copying. For instance, data would be transferred in turn
from the network, to a system buﬀer, a library buﬀer, and,
ﬁnally, the application buﬀer. Previous work [9] has shown
that reducing the amount of copying is crucial for application performance as network performance improves. All
the systems under consideration include support for zero
copying protocols. This term, however, is misleading since

Reliable communication: As mentioned above, Myrinet
does not provide the user with completely reliable hardware. Previous work has argued that reliable transmission
is important for delivering high–performance to the end
user [13]. There are diﬀerent levels at which the communication libraries can implement reliability. Of the libraries that
support reliable communication, AM-II and VMMC, AM-II
choose to implement reliability in the library at the cost of
an extra copy. VMMC avoids the copy by implementing
reliable communication in the network interface (data link
layer). This however, requires more SRAM on the memory
interface and more careful buﬀer management.
Network management: Network routes can be computed
either statically, when the system is started, or dynamically
(see Table 1). Moreover dynamic mapping of the network
can take diﬀerent forms. It can be done either for all the
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Figure 11: Unidirectional Bandwidth
nodes in the network [15] or on demand [3], when a node
needs to ﬁnd a new route. Dynamic network mapping and
reliable communication allow for easy maintenance, upgrading, changes in the network topology, and conﬁguration.
Connection establishment: Mechanisms for connection establishment can either be provided by a library or left to
an external agent. The ability to create not only pointto-point connections but multi-point connections as well
(many senders to one receiver) can impact application performance in subtle ways. For instance, in VMMC, which
supports only point–to–point connections, a receiver must
poll one connection for each potential sender. In a system
with many senders (e.g. client–server applications), ﬁnding the next message to process may incur a high overhead.
Moreover, setting up connections is usually an expensive
operation, since some form of a protected channel needs to
be established, either through the operating system or some
other trusted entity. In cases where many connections need
to be created and destroyed, this can become a bottleneck,
and no library seems to solve this problem in a satisfactory
way for the general case.

Interrupt Handling: The cost of delivering interrupts has
been revealed to be a major problem in many cases [4, 14].
All libraries under consideration try to avoid expensive interrupts by having the network interface place messages directly in user memory. Furthermore, libraries that require
handlers to run at receipt of each message, speciﬁcally AM,
avoid up-calls by polling for network events at the receiver.
None of the systems under consideration does a good job
in reducing the cost of interrupts, mainly because the operating system can not be ignored. This favors programming
models and API that minimize the number of up-calls that
the user program has to handle, by providing direct access to remote memory, as opposed to a more traditional
send/receive model, where action needs to be taken by the
host processor at the receive side before message reception
is to be completed.
LogP Model: In our study we used LogP parameters to
evaluate the communication subsystems. This serves as a
set of micro-benchmarks that characterize the network. The
LogP model, however, was designed with other types of
networks in mind. Modern networks, that take advantage
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Figure 12: Simultaneous Bidirectional Bandwidth
of pipelining and more dynamic resource sharing, are more
diﬃcult to characterize in detail. The LogP parameters are
not fully adequate for these networks.
In the presence of DMAs it is not clear where certain
costs should be attributed — for instance a data transfer
that is done with DMA is usually attributed to the network
interface. However, the memory bus is occupied during the
transfer, and this may interfere with the processor when it
encounters cache misses.
The programming model of each system introduces additional complications. In BIP, for instance, messages may
be dropped. Is g measured when messages are allowed to be
dropped, or should they be received? Similarly, in VMMC,
g is measured with messages being deposited in the receivers
memory, but no additional synchronization is included to
make sure that each message is not overwritten by the next
one before it is seen by the application.
Micro-benchmarks are the only way to characterize a
communication subsystem at a low level. However, experimenting with real workloads gives more insight into how
applications can beneﬁt from these systems in practice.
Other issues: Finally, there are many issues that are not
addressed by any of the systems under consideration. For
instance a process fork introduces a number of problems for
user-space communication like dealing with copy-on-write,
and connection inheritance [1]. Handling these problems
may require changes to the underlying operating system, so
they are not solved yet. Other issues, such as fault containment, fault tolerance, fairness, real time guarantees, quality
of service [7], mapping and routing, general purpose ﬂow
control, system behavior under heavy load, etc., that have
been studied in more traditional networks and parallel architectures, are either ignored or given very little consideration. Many of these issues can be handled by higher level
software layers, but there has so far been little experience
in actually doing so.
6

Conclusions

In this paper we explore the model and implementation
space for user–space communication systems. We use the

LogP model and three types of bandwidth to compare the
performance of ﬁve state of the art user–space communication subsystems, Generic AM, BIP-0.92, FM-2.02, PM-1.2
and VMMC-2. Although the libraries share common goals,
they have made very diﬀerent decisions in both the communications model and implementation. they oﬀer diﬀerent
levels of functionality and performance. The model and implementation choices lead to varying performance not only
for very small or very large messages, but for the whole
spectrum of message sizes and communication patterns.
We compare the performance of the ﬁve communication
subsystems on the same platform and explain their behavior for each message size and communication pattern in the
benchmarks. We ﬁnd that short message latency lies in a
range of 5-17 µs, and maximum bandwidth lies in the range
of 50-125 MBytes/s. With some exceptions, an inverse relationship is observed between functionality and small message latency, with each implementation striving for the best
practical compromise. On the other hand, bandwidth depends primarily on how data is transferred between host
memory and the network.
Subtle issues that are sometimes ignored can impact the
usability of a communication system and the performance of
real applications. For instance, ﬂow control, multipoint connections, and support for zero copy in diﬀerent situations
are examples of model and implementation issues that can
aﬀect application performance. The lack of reliable communication, or poor support for connection establishment
can make a system diﬃcult to use.
Finally, although the set of benchmarks that measures
the LogP parameters characterizes in some sense a communication subsystem, it is not adequate. Modern network
interfaces exhibit characteristics (i.e. pipelining) that are
diﬃcult to capture. Moreover, the communication model
of a library (BIP, VMMC) can make it very diﬃcult for
these benchmarks to meaningfully represent the application communication patterns. We see a need for a set of
higher-level benchmarks each intended to measure support
for a particular application communication pattern (such
as producer-consumer or central shared queue) while taking into account how the data is processed (for example,
whether it is consumed in-place or needs to be copied to
an arbitrary user buﬀer). These benchmarks would com-

plement the LogP micro-benchmarks and oﬀer more insight
on the impact of the communication layer on application
performance.
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